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Abstract
Algorithms for higher order accuracy modeling of kinematic behavior within the
ALEGRA framework are presented. These techniques improve the behavior of the
code when kinematic errors are found, ensure orthonormality of the rotation tensor
at each time step, and increase the accuracy of the Lagrangian stretch and rotation
tensor update algorithm. The implementation of these improvements in ALEGRA is
described. A short discussion of issues related to improving the accuracy of the stress
update procedures is also included.
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Improved Kinematic Options in
ALEGRA
1 Introduction
Solid dynamics modeling is integral to the simulations capability of the Arbitrary La-
grangian Eulerian (ALE) code ALEGRA [11]. Research into alternative methods for com-
puting and correcting solid kinematic information has uncovered theoretical and practical
weaknesses in ALEGRA’s current implementation. In the course of this research, alterna-
tive solutions have been implemented as options, which may replace the default behavior
once they have been sufficiently tested. This document is intended as an interim or “work in
progress” report published in this format for the purpose of providing a permanent record
of these changes to ALEGRA and a basis for discussions with ALEGRA users on their
usage and potential impact. Feedback on the use of these options is encouraged.
1.1 ALEGRA’s Default Algorithm
The kinematics of modeling continuum solids is described via a motion, x
 
a  t  , where x
is the current position as a function of the initial Lagrangian coordinates, a, and time, t.
Of particular interest is the deformation gradient tensor, ∂x  ∂a which is needed in order to
properly compute material stress states through the constitutive assumptions.
The approach to kinematics in ALEGRA is to decompose the deformation gradient at
the initial time,
F  ∂x∂a  VR (1)
into a symmetric positive definite left stretch tensor, V, and an orthonormal rotation tensor,
R. The V and R matrices are then updated separately in a Lagrangian sense using a rate
equation based on the mid-point velocity gradient tensor L [2, 6, 3]. That is,
Ln  1  2  ∇v where
 
∇v  i j 
∂vi
∂x j
(2)
and vi and x j represent Cartesian components which are both centered at the mid-time level,
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n  1  2. Then
Dn  1  2 
1
2
 
Ln  1  2  LTn  1  2  (3)
Wn  1  2 
1
2
 
Ln  1  2  LTn  1  2 
	 (4)
An angular velocity (or spin) tensor Ω is calculated from Dn  1  2 and Vn using
ωn  1  2  wn  1  2  tr
 
Vn  I

Vn  1zn  1  2  (5)
where zn  1  2, wn  1  2 and ωn  1  2 are the axial vectors corresponding to the skew-symmetric
tensors Zn  1  2  Dn  1  2Vn

VnDn  1  2, Wn  1  2 and Ωn  1  2, respectively. An axial vec-
tor, w, corresponds to the skew-symmetric tensor, W, if Wv  w  v for every vector v.
The standard update algorithm for Vn and Rn [2, 3], is
Vn  1  Vn  ∆t
 
Ln  1  2Vn  VnΩn  1  2  (6)
Rn  1   I

1
2
∆tΩn  1  2   1  I 
1
2
∆tΩn  1  2  Rn 	 (7)
This is a first-order algorithm in time since the derivative is computed using Vn instead of
Vn  1  2 in Equation 5 as will be discussed in Section 2.
In the remap step, the stretch and rotation are advected componentwise using a volume-
based element remap algorithm [8]. This algorithm preserves the symmetry of V, but it may
not preserve the orthonormality of R. By way of correction, the rows of R are indepen-
dently normalized to unit magnitude in the three dimensional case. In two dimensions
both rows are divided by the norm of the first. The methodology in three-dimensions does
not project the tensor into the proper orthonormal space. Over time, the “rotation” tensor
deviates from the orthonormality property required by the kinematic theory.
For large deformations, successive remaps may also cause the stretch tensor to lose
the property of positive definiteness. This represents a fundamental error relative to the
modeling assumption that det
 
F  0. As a precaution against this error, V is checked
for positive definiteness using a determinant test after each Lagrangian step but before the
remap. If a bad stretch tensor is found, the default behavior of the code is to terminate the
simulation but the user may request that this behavior be ignored by resetting the offending
tensor to the identity and continue. The loss of information about the stretch induced by
a reset of V causes an inaccuracy that propagates rapidly throughout the mesh. For some
problems, this may significantly affect the validity of the results, as will be seen in Section
3.
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The principal reason for calculating R is for use in satisfying the principle of material
frame indifference in material models and it is convenient to cast these models in the un-
rotated frame. For many models the stress state, T, is stored in the unrotated or reference
stress configuration, σ. They are related by
σn  RTn TnRn 	 (8)
For example, a hypo-elastic material model may take the form
dn  1  2  RTn  1Dn  1  2Rn  1 (9)
σn  1  σn  ∆tf
 
dn  1  2  σn 
	 (10)
where we see that the rate-of-strain tensor, Dn  1  2, is rotated into the material frame as
dn  1  2 for use by the constitutive equations. Whenever T is needed, it is extracted using
Tn  1  Rn  1σn  1RTn  1 	 (11)
This stress update algorithm leads to first-order stress updates in time due to the use of
Rn  1 in Equation 9.
1.2 Summary of Changes
The code changes addressed in this paper implement options for the following improve-
ments to the above method:
 A second-order Lagrangian update to V and R.
 A more rational way to handle non-positive definite stretch tensors V.
 A method for projecting R into the proper orthonormal space.
It is intended that these new options become the default options in ALEGRA in the future
after sufficient experience is gained. The updates described here can be considered as minor
improvements to the current algorithm.
This is not to say that alternatives to the stress integration algorithm viewpoint should
not be considered. For example, in a Lagrangian code it is easy to compute the inverse
deformation gradient with respect to a given set of spatial coordinates at any time level
[1, 9]. Only a fast polar decomposition algorithm is required to compute R. Detailed
comparisons of these approaches are certainly in order, but this is outside the scope of this
11
document. We emphasize, however, that remapping errors would continue to exist and
would have to be dealt with the ALE or Eulerian case. We expect that constrained transport
algorithms for curl-free fields (similar to constrained transport algorithms for divergence-
free fields) will be required to properly advect either the coordinates themselves or the
inverse deformation gradient. A straightforward component-by-component remapping of
the inverse deformation gradient may be possible but the attendant cost of the eventual loss
of the gradient character of F is unknown.
Important issues related to second-order stress updates are discussed in Section 5, al-
though no particular algorithm has yet been implemented.
2 An Improved Lagrangian VR Update
The update of V and R done in the Lagrangian step is first-order accurate in time because
the velocity gradient L is known only at the mid-point time, but the V and R tensors are
known at the time step. After obtaining Ωn, we can compute an estimate of V at the mid-
point time using
Vn  1  2  Vn 
1
2
∆t
 
Ln  1  2Vn

VnΩn  (12)
and then use this estimate of Vn  1  2 to compute Ωn  1  2 as in Equation 5.
ωn  1  2  wn  1  2  tr
 
Vn  1  2  I  Vn  1  2   1zn  1  2  (13)
with Zn  1  2  Dn  1  2Vn  1  2  Vn  1  2Dn  1  2. The final update then becomes
Vn  1  Vn  ∆t
 
Ln  1  2Vn  1  2  Vn  1  2Ωn  1  2 
 (14)
Rn  1   I

1
2
∆tΩn  1  2   1  I 
1
2
∆tΩn  1  2  Rn 	 (15)
Equations 12 through 14 amount to a mid-point Runge Kutta integration and thus lead to
a second-order accurate integration algorithm. Both the first-order accuracy of the original
algorithm and the second-order accuracy of the algorithm described in this section have
been verified numerically. The computational cost involves little more than one extra tensor
inversion per cycle. Equation 15 represents an application of the Cayley transformation to
obtain an orthogonal rotation update [1].
This improvement can be enabled through the line
vr_update_method,{first order|second order}
in the solid dynamics section of the input file. First-order updating is selected by default.
12
3 Stretch Tensor Reset After Remap
A negative eigenvalue in the stretch tensor indicates a breakdown in the kinematic descrip-
tion as a result of finite grid resolution and remap errors. For sufficiently large deforma-
tions, these errors are inevitable, but the errors are often spatially localized and it may be
desirable to minimize the impact of these errors on the rest of the grid while pushing the
computation through to completion.
The improved kinematic error fix uses a fast spectral decomposition solver to examine
the eigenvalues of the stretch tensor at each time step and force them to remain positive.
The eigenvalue solver used was provided by Scherzinger [9].
Let
VQ  QΛ (16)
represent an eigenvalue/eigenvector diagonalization of V and let λs be a preselected floor
value (10

6 by default). If λ1  λ2  λ3 are the ordered eigenvalues of V, then we modify
the elements of Λ according to
ˆλ1  max
 
λ1  λs  (17)
ˆλ2  λ2 (18)
ˆλ3  λ3 (19)
and compute the “corrected” or “fixed” V using
V  Q ˆΛQT 	 (20)
Although this modification of V does not correct the underlying problem associated
with finite grid resolution and remapping, it lessens its impact on the rest of the calculation.
Preliminary tests indicate that the use of this option on problems that experience kine-
matic errors may significantly improve the quality of the solution. Figure 1 compares
the accuracy of the eigenvalue floor option and the reset to identity option in a problem
of incompressible rotational motion in the Lagrangian/Eulerian framework. The estimated
stretches using the eigenvalue limiting methods match the exact solution much more closely
than the solution which resets the stretch to the identity. Note that these errors have nothing
to do with element inversions in the Lagrangian step. The mesh in this case is a Cartesian
grid which deforms only slightly each time step. The errors observed are a result of many
Lagrangian/remap cycles and will occur at some point in time for any fixed grid resolution.
The true stretch tensor becomes so highly close to singular that truncation errors in the
remap will push the stretch tensor outside of the theoretical bounds.
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If no steps are take by the user, ALEGRA will abort upon encountering a non-positive
definite stretch tensor. For this case a simple check for positive definiteness of the stretch
tensor rather than an eigenvalue decomposition is used. No eigenvector decomposition
is needed. However, if the user desires to proceed anyway the “ignore kinematic errors”
keyword can be enabled.
This option is enabled through the keyword
ignore kinematic errors[,reset to identity| limit smallest eigenvalue]
[,1.0e-6] [,silent]
in the solid dynamics section of the input file. By default, the “reset to identity” option is
selected when the “ignore kinematic errors” keyword is found in the input. No eigenvector
decomposition is required is this case. The eigenvector decomposition is required for the
“limit smallest eigenvalue” case. The floor value applies only to the “limit smallest eigen-
value” option. To modify the floor value, replace 1.0e-6 with the desired positive value.
The “silent” keyword turns off all warnings with respect to application of either correction
method to the stretch tensor. Currently, this stretch correction algorithm occurs in the La-
grangian step in the routine Material::Update Rotation and Stretch. A more logical place
for this correction is in the Material::Update After Remap function since this the correc-
tion is meant to apply to errors generated during remap. This code reorganization may
occur in the future.
4 Renormalization of R after Remap
Since the remap algorithm does not maintain the orthonormality of the rotation tensor, we
should project R into the space of orthonormal tensors. The solution to this minimization
problem under the Frobenius norm is the result of doing a polar decomposition as in (1) and
setting R to the resulting rotation tensor, essentially throwing away the stretch part, which
we consider remap error. Fast iterative methods for polar decomposition of non-singular
matrices have been studied in detail [4, 5, 7]. We have implemented methods suggested by
Brannon [1].
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Figure 1. Stretch eigenvalues for a rotation problem with a dis-
continuous vorticity field. Plotted is the eigenvalue vs. radius from
origin with the exact solution plotted in the solid line. Reset to
identity (left) and limit smallest eigenvalue (right).
In two dimensions, the orthogonalization can be performed explicitly by
ˆR11 
 
R11  R22  a (21)
ˆR21 
 
R21

R12  a (22)
ˆR12 
 
R12

R21  a (23)
ˆR22 
 
R11  R22  a (24)
where
a 

 
R11  R22  2 
 
R21

R12  2 (25)
This algorithm actually requires fewer operations than the current row normalization method.
The denominator will not be zero for matrices which have a non-zero determinant. In par-
ticular we expect the remapped rotation matrices to be close to proper orthogonal rotation
matrices and this algorithm will perform well.
In three dimensions, the rotational part of R may be extracted by a fixed point iteration,
which converges if the maximum stretch of R is less than  3. Since the orthonormal part
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of a tensor is invariant to scalar multiples, we can first rescale R according to
R0 
3
tr
 
RT R 
R 	 (26)
If λ21  λ22  λ23 are the non-zero ordered eigenvalues of
 
R0  T R0, then by construction
λ21  λ22  λ23  3 and thus λ23  3. The iteration
Rm  1  1
2
Rm  3I

 
Rm  T Rm

	 (27)
is thus guaranteed to converge to the nearest orthonormal tensor. In fact, due to the fact that
the remap algorithm generally produces updated rotation tensors that are ”nearly” orthonor-
mal, this iteration will converges to machine precision in just a few iterations. The iteration
stops when RT R

I ﬀ 2

ε2 where ε is an small number close to machine precision. The
routine will abort after 15 iterations.
The normalization method can be specified by using the keyword
rotation normalization method,{rows|projection}
in the solid dynamics section of the input file. By default, the row normalization is per-
formed. The rotation projection algorithm occurs in the Material::Update After Remap
function.
5 The ALEGRA Material Model Interface and Second
Order Stress Updates
In order to reap the benefits of a second-order Lagrangian VR update, the stress update
should achieve the same level of accuracy. The Lagrangian step ALEGRA call sequence
and material model interface is set up such that the rotation matrix is updated to Rn  1 before
the call to the material model. The time centered deformation rate provided by ALEGRA
is rotated to the material frame at the top of the material model interface coding.
In order to have a well-defined and separable interface between the host code, ALE-
GRA, and a general material model, which can be ported between different host code
frameworks, material modelers must assume they will have available a time centered de-
formation rate tensor in the unrotated or material configuration. That is, they expect to
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have
d  RTn  1  2Dn  1  2Rn  1  2 (28)
available along with a time step ∆t and state variables at time tn in order to be able to
generate a second-order accurate time integration algorithm. For example, one possible
second-order algorithm valid for some material models would be
dn  1  2  RTn  1  2Dn  1  2Rn  1  2 (29)
σn  1  2  σn 
∆t
2
f
 
dn  1  2  σn  (30)
σn  1  σn  ∆tf
 
dn  1  2  σn  1  2  (31)
which is second-order accurate in time. Another example is an implicit trapezoidal rule for
the stress update as suggested by Trangenstein in conjunction with a Lagrange multiplier
for the yield condition [12]. We expect many possible algorithmic and modeling variations
[10].
Unfortunately what the current ALEGRA framework provides to material modelers is
the time step ∆t and
dn  1  2  RTn  1Dn  1  2Rn  1 	 (32)
Thus dn  1  2 has a first-order time truncation error which will make it impossible to develop
a standalone stress integration algorithm which is second-order in time. Although we have
not yet verified this statement experimentally in ALEGRA, the issue clearly requires further
investigation.
Improvements to this situation could be accomplished with some amount of code re-
structuring and support work within ALEGRA and the material model interface. New
approaches should be considered. We point out that the rotation update equation
Rn  1  QRn ﬁ I

∆t
2
Ωn  1  2   1  I 
∆t
2
Ωn  1  2  Rn  (33)
which is termed the Cayley transformation, is only one of several forms for updating rota-
tion tensors in terms of Ωn  1  2. What is needed by the Lagrangian algorithm and material
models is both Rn  1  2 (e.g. for stress integration algorithms) and Rn  1 for rotation to the
current frame as in Equation 11. Due to the Lie algebra generated by skew symmetric
tensors, very tight and efficient closed form equations can be obtained for these quantities
in different approximations. Various forms of the Euler-Rodrigues formula or exponential
map are possible [1] and [10] (Chapter 8.3.2) which has the advantages of being an exact
solution for constant spins. Q1  2Rn has also been proposed for Rn  1  2, e.g. [12] (p. 79).
In all cases, simple, efficient expressions are possible in terms of Ωn  1  2.
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The most obvious and simple change to the ALEGRA interface would be to compute
and store both Rn  1  2 in addition to Rn  1 just before the call to the material models in-
terface. Alternatively, the three unique components of Ωn  1  2 could be stored and Rn  1  2
could be computed from Rn  1 as needed. Another approach would be to compute Rn  1  2
for use in the polar stress integration algorithms and store Ωn  1  2 for use in updating to
Rn  1 after the material model interface. A tightly specified and possibly expanded concept
of the material model interface is necessary. We believe that the issue of upgrading the
ALEGRA interface to clearly satisfy the input requirement that material models be able to
generate consistent second-order integration algorithms must be addressed. Those models
which may not already be designed for second-order accuracy could also be upgraded.
The issue of the development and testing for second-order accuracy is one aspect of
improving the quality of the ALEGRA material model interface support. Brannon has
suggested that a general unit testing interface be made available to check for time accuracy
and frame indifference under refinement with specified displacements. We concur that
such support would be extremely useful for verification purposes as material models can
be extremely complicated and as such demand robust testing within the ALEGRA code
framework itself. Unit testing outside of the framework can only be part of the answer to
verification requirements.
6 Conclusions
Each of the changes mentioned in this paper can potentially have a positive effect on simu-
lation quality. The effect of the stretch tensor reset fix is particularly noticeable, if the prob-
lem generates bad stretch tensors. Our evidence suggests that the limit smallest eigenvalue
scheme should become the default method of patching the stretch tensor. The projection
renormalization of R is clearly an appropriate improvement over the row normalization
technique.
The VR update improvement entails only a minor cost and at least gives an improved
accuracy for R for use by stress update algorithms and thus may be a useful permanent
algorithmic change. However, the gains from improving the Lagrangian VR update may
not be particularly significant due to the centering of the unrotated deformation rate as
currently calculated in material models using stress integration procedures. This issue de-
serves further study. A robust unit testing interface for verification purposes is suggested as
a means of moving in the direction of a more robust, verifiable and supportable ALEGRA
material model interface.
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